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AIP : Aquaculture Improvement Program

ASC : Aquaculture Stewardship Council

BMP : Better Management Practices

BPSPL : Balai Pengelolaan Sumberdaya Pesisir dan Laut/Marine and 
Coastal Resource Management Office

CBT : Community-Based Tourism

CoE : Center of Excellence

CSIRO : The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

DKP : Dinas Kelautan dan Perikanan/Marine Affairs and Fisheries Office 
in District or Province Government

EAA : Ecosystem Approach to Aquaculture

EAFM : Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management

EVIKA : Evaluasi Efektifitas Pengelolaan Kawasan Konservasi/evaluation 
tool for MPA management effectiveness

E-PANJI : Evaluasi Efektifitas Pengelolaan Jenis Ikan (EPANJI) Dilindungi 
dan Appendiks CITES/Evaluation tool for 20 priority species 
management effectiveness

ETP Spesies : Endangered, Threatened, and Protected Spesies

ESS : Electro Shield System

FIP : Fisheries Improvement Program

FMA : Fisheries Management Area

IAM Flying Vet : Indonesian Aquatic Megafauna – Flying Vet

ICCA : Indigenous and Conserved Communities Area

KKHL : Konservasi dan Keanekaragaman Hayati Laut/Marine 
Conservation and Biodiversity

KKP : Kawasan Konservasi Perairan/Marine Protected Area (MPA)

KKP3K : Kawasan Konservasi Pesisir dan Pulau-Pulau Kecil/MPA covering 
coastal and small islands area

LIPI : Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia/Indonesian Institute of 
Science; It changed into BRIN (Badan Riset dan Inovasi Nasional/
National Research and Innovation Agency), effective since 2021
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Permen-KP : Peraturan Menteri Kelautan dan Perikanan/MMAF Regulation

PFON : Plastic Free Ocean Network

PO : Programmatic Outcome

RZWP-3-K : Rencana Zonasi Wilayah Pesisir dan Pulau-Pulau Kecil/The 
Provincial Marine and Coastal Spatial Plan Regulation

SB : Signing Blue

SBS : Sunda Banda Seascape

SESS : Southern Eastern Sulawesi Subseascape
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WWF : World Wide Fund for Nature
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FOREWORD
This report highlights the Marine and Fisheries 
Program of the WWF-Indonesia for the Fiscal Year 
(FY) 22 period. The FY22 is in the third year of 
WWF-Indonesia’s current Strategic Plan operation 
period. We present achievements, challenges and 
lesson learned in our pathways that contribute 
to our envisioned Strategic and Programmatic 
Outcomes that we wish to achieve. Our Program 
Highlights are published annually following the 
WWF-Indonesia network reporting cycle. 

By reading this report, we expect that you would 
be able to have an impression of our efforts in 
conserving Indonesia’s ecosystem and biodiversity, 
including the challenges we are facing. For our 
investment partners, we hope you can measure our 
achievements to date. Moreover, there may be new 
areas of interest to leverage your current support to 
WWF-Indonesia, by knowing how we approach our 
conservation targets. We continuously welcome any 
inputs to improve our WWF-Indonesia Program 
Highlights, especially the Marine and Fisheries 
Program. 

We acknowledge all staff, supporters, and partners 
who work closely in ensuring marine and fisheries 
conservation and management practices in 
Indonesia. Although we have been facing some 
challenges - especially during the COVID-19 
situation - we are optimist that we will be more 
resilient, and together we can demonstrate people 
live in harmony with nature. 

 

Together possible!

Dr. Imam Musthofa Zainudin

Head of Marine and Fisheries Program 
Yayasan WWF Indonesia
imusthofa@wwf.id



1,073 
USERS

12.3% MPAS

DEVELOPED THE NATIONAL PLAN OF ACTION 2021-2025 DOCUMENT FOR 
SHARKS AND RAYS, AND IMPLEMENT E-PANJI AS A TOOL TO EVALUATE 
20 SPECIES PRIORITES MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS.

SUPPORT 
THE MMAF

16,329.87
TONNES

CAPTURED AND AQUACULTURE 
SEAFOOD ARE PRODUCED BY 
SUSTAINABLE IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAM.

ARE ENGAGED DIGITALLY 
FOR SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD 
CONSUMPTION VIA 
SEAFOOD ADVISOR APP.

TOTAL 3.4 OUT OF 28.4 MILLION 
HA OF GOVERNMENT MPA THAT 

WWF SUPPORT TO DEVELOP.

HIGHLIGHT OF THE YEAR

LOST SEA 
TURTLE NEST 
REDUCED
BY 37% IN PALOH
AND 50% IN BURU.

vi

INCREASE
23% OF 
SIGNING BLUE
139 MEMBERS FROM BLUE ALLIES, 
BLUE PARTNERS, AND BLUE TRAVELLERS.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SO 1
PO 1,
2, 4

During this year, with other partners, WWF-ID has supported MMAF to evaluate the 
management effectiveness on 20 priority species through E-PANJI tools. In addition, 
WWF-ID contributed to developing the National Plan of Action (NPOA) for CITES 
and non-CITES shark and ray, protected Rays, and Sea Turtle on 2021-2025. We also 
continue monitoring for marine ETP species, including sea turtle nests in Paloh (West 
Kalimantan Province), Buru – Kei Island (Maluku Province), and sharks landed in 
Muncar (East Java).  

WWF-ID with the ROBOTEC community, produced a new Electro Shield System as 
innovative technology to reduce shark’s bycatch, as well as collaborated with the local 
champion on bycatch monitoring and assessment in Paloh, Muncar, Alor and East 
Flores.

Through the Seafood Savers approach and direct assistance to the producers, the 
Aquaculture Program managed to facilitate 2,560.87 tonnes of six commodities, 
i.e.,, shrimp, grouper, barramundi, seaweed, eel, and pangasius, into and towards 
responsible products, ASC and AIP products. Thus, it reached a double percentage 
target from the baseline (440 tonnes/year in 2017). ASC-certified shrimp products, 
1783.23 tonnes, from three companies were successfully maintained, meanwhile the 
other companies and farmer groups were still in the AIP process. Apart from AIP, 
WWF has collaborated with the FAO to conduct a pilot implementation of EAA in 
the seaweed area of Serewe Bay, East Lombok. The result of the pre-assessment has 
been disseminated to the local government. Concurrently, to enable sustainable area 
management, WWF has initiated developing a guidelines to measure carrying capacity 
in seaweed farming areas. This guideline is expected to be ready in the next FY and 
could be applied to quantify carrying capacity in the AIP areas.

Through the support of WWF-ID involvement with partners, the double percentage 
target for several highly -economically viable commodities such as tuna, reef fish, mud 
crab, and shrimp haves been achieved (total of 13,724 tonnes/year compared to the 
baseline in 2017 of 2,190 tonnes/year). This fulfillment is in the corridors of both FIP 
and MSC certifification. The tuna fish commodity is currently certified in 3 fisheries 
in Indonesia, namely South Sorong, Buru, and the WCPO area (including archipelagic 
waters). As for reef fish commodities, WWF-ID works with PT MAS to increase the 
capacity of stakeholders related to MSC or FIP. Mangrove crab as one of the leading 
commodities has now formed a working group consisting of cross-sectoral groups, 
formation and training of community-based surveillance groups, developing stock and 
HS research plans, etc. 

SO 3
PO 1

During this period, we have been through some achievement and progress in MPA establishment and management, 
sustainable fisheries, and marine tourism despite the COVID-19 pandemic situation with the dynamic activity 
movement limitation policies from the GoI.

The commitment to continuing collaboration with MMAF was demonstrated by ratifying 2019’s MoU periods and 
objectives, from 2019–2022 to 2019–2024. It was signed by the Head of the Yayasan WWF Indonesia’s (WWF-ID) 
Board, Mr. Alexander S. Rusli. The MoU also determined some agreements at the Directorate General’s level. The 
agreements signed during this period consisted of DG PRL (Marine Spatial Management), DG PDSPKP (Strengthening 
the Competitiveness of Marine and Fishery Products), and DG BRSDM KP (Marine and Fisheries Human Resources 
Research Agency). 

vii



Based on the latest assessment of EAFM from numerous locations on where WWF-
ID works, the EAFM domain, which is significantly reduced, is an economic domain. 
This is due to the pandemics that caused economic activity to be significantly 
reduced. This actually happenned not only in the fisheries sector, but nearly in every 
economic sector. In terms of fisheries management in conjunction with ecosystem 
approach (EAFM), WWF-ID facilitates competency modules development for three 
levels, namely planners, evaluators, and implementers. This module is used as a 
national level reference in obtaining competency recognition in the field of EAFM. 

In this fiscal year, seafood market transformation updated the Consumer Guideline - 
Seafood Advisor and published it online on Android and IOS apps. This renewal was 
also followed by two public sustainable seafood campaigns that have been carried 
out in Jakarta and Denpasar. Meanwhile, through the Seafood Savers program, 
18 fisheries companies have committed to continuing to joining and applying the 
Seafood Savers program, whereas 10 members implement AIP, and 8 members 
implement FIP.

During this period, all the MPAs supported by the project and beyond have been of-
ficially established through the MMAF’ Ministerial decrees. Those cover 8 MPAs It con-
sistings of Flores Timur, Maluku Barat Daya (three MPAs in NTT Province), 3 MPAs in 
Southwest Maluku (MBD), and Yamdena/Tanimbar (4 MPAs in Maluku Province), and 
one MPA in Sorong Selatan of Papua Barat Province (previous project of USAID SEA 
Project). Combined with all MPA establishment support since 2014, WWF-Indonesia 
has supported 23 MPAs with a total of 3.4 million ha.

SO 3
PO 2

SO 3
PO 3

During this time, marine tourism is entering the recovery stage after being closed 
for 2 years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Signing Blue membership activity began 
to increase by 11 %. The total number of memberships is 121, with an assessment of 
environmental aspects of 16 %, socio-cultural 5 %, and management effectiveness of 9 
%.  In this case, the activeness of these members is a good thing to continue sustainable 
marine tourism activities. During these conditions, most activities are carried out 
online, where the monitoring process for marine tourism improvements is still being 
carried out. This is also related to the CHSE protocol, which needs to be applied in the 
process of implementing best practices that are often carried out through an ecological 
footprint that is gradually being carried out regularly. This includes volunteer activities 
that are starting to be active again. Plastic waste collection through the Plastic Free 
Ocean Network (PFON) continues to be carried out in several locations, including 
Alor, which has now experienced a reduction in marine plastic waste leakage by 37 % 
(compared to the baseline in FY19). Also, the data collection from PFON in Labuan Bajo 
supported plastic leakage reduction by 40 % (compared to baseline in FY18). 
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MARINE
ETP SPECIES

  Zebra shark (Stegostoma tigrinum) in Southwest Maluku MPA. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / M. Zikri Ulhaq
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Strategic Outcome 1
#SO 1

Improving Population Trend of Iconic and Threatened Species  

By 2023, population trends of ETP terrestrial and marine species 
populations in priority landscapes and seascapes are significantly 
improving. 

Endangered Marine Species

Programmatic Outcome 1, 2, 4
#PO 1, 2, 4

 SO1 - PO1: By 2023, trade and poaching of 4 terrestrial and 3 
marine ETP species reduced in priority landscapes and seascapes, 
and at 4 major cities.

SO1 - PO2: By 2023, the quality of critical habitats is improving, 
and critical wildlife pathways have been secured in priority land- 
and seascapes and beyond.

SO1 - PO4: By 2023, innovative scientific approaches and 
widespread stakeholder support for wildlife population recovery 
and survival are developed.
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We support the government in developing the 
National Plan of Action for ETP Marine Species 
whilst field monitoring shows positive impacts.

WWF-Indonesia facilitates the Directorate of 
KKHL (Marine Conservation and Biodiversity) 
– MMAF to develop the National Plan of Action 
2021-2025 document for sharks and rays. Public 
consultations have been conducted with a related 
government agency such as LIPI. The eight 
strategies that are included in the document 
consist of: 

1. Strengthening integrated management status 
related to sharks and rays species. 

2. Controlling sharks and rays trading that 
include in the CITES Appendix list with 
regulation and traceability. 

3. Strengthening sharks and rays’ research and 
improving national data. 

4. Protection of sharks and rays’ critical habitat. 
5. Technology development for sharks and rays 

bycatch mitigation. 
6. Community awareness improvement through 

communication and campaign tools. 
7. Development of alternative livelihoods and 

access (include product diversification)

WWF-ID supported the evaluation assessment 
on previous NPOA, provided the data and 
information, multi-meeting facilitation, as well 
as be part or the authors. Other participants also 
include Scientific Authority (National Research 
and Innovative Agency), University, other NGOs 
and practitioners.

Marine ETP Species

Electro Shield System trial on Serangan waters to deter 
elasmobranch away from fishing nets.

© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Jibriel Firman
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WWF-ID conducted assessment 
bycatch study and monitoring in 
Paloh (West Kalimantan), Talisayan 
(East Kalimantan), Muncar (East 
Java), Wakatobi (Southeast Sulawesi), 
Meko, Lamahala and Alor (East Nusa 
Tenggara). The chosen locations 
are based on the fishing gears 
(gillnet, purse seine, handline) and 
marine ETP species representative. 
The existing data show the level of 
bycatch estimation include 612 ind/
year in Paloh (sea turtle), 3,815 ind/
year (small cetacean) and 1,122 ind/
year (reef sharks). SWOT analysis 
explained that the intervention on 
bycatch mitigation programs in these 
3 locations could be implemented 
because ETP Species bycatch impact 
to the fishermen’s loss (e.g., broken 
net) then they need a solution to 
reduce. In addition, the government’s 
role on socialization of protected 
species as strength on implementing 
the bycatch program e.g handling 
training and mitigation technology. 

REDUCING MARINE ETP BYCATCH

Shark deterrent technology trial to reduce bycatch. 
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Jibriel Firman

WWF-ID have been working on development of bycatch mitigation fishing technology using 
the new Electro Shield System (ESS) and Green LED to reduce sharks, sea turtles and marine 
mammals in Meko and Lamahala (East Flores) and Paloh (West Kalimantan). The trial results 
show that the Green LED can reduce 65% of sea turtle bycatch in gillnet fishery. About 14 boats 
from the champion/fishermen with gillnet and purse seine fishing gears have been implementing 
green LED as the bycatch mitigation on reducing sea turtle and marine mammals. Meanwhile 
for the ESS, there are no entangled sharks in the field experiments as any sharks caught were 
apparently able to free themselves, but there were indications on the broken net as the shark’s bite 
tracks based on local fishermen information. At this moment the research for ESSF continuing to 
find the effective material, size, and economic feasible for fishermen. 

4
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E-PANJI as Tools to Evaluate 20 Species Priority’s Management Effectiveness Ministry of Marine 
Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF) released E-PANJI as an associated tools with the EVIKA (Evaluation 
of the Effectiveness of Conservation Area Management), but this tool focus on 20 species priority 
on particular area which those species have been distributed include the MPAs where WWF-ID 
work. WWF-ID’s role as one of the national evaluators for the priority species as well as co-host of 
the events in end of June 2022.

Attending the MMAF’s E-PANJI workshop to support ETP marine species conservation in Indonesia.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia
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About 43 occurrences data of marine mammals found stranded with the top three incidences 
locations include NTT, East Kalimantan and Bali with include seven pygmy killer whales, two 
dugongs, and seven melon-headed whales, while 40 other incidents were found in single numbers.

Stranded marine mammals were handled in various ways; There are 43 incidents that can be 
handled by the community/first responder and other five stranding events can be handled by 
driving them to a deeper sea.

Meanwhile, almost all incidents that were not handled by burial, while a small number were 
handled by relocation moved to a location far from the village for a period of time. There were 10 
incidents involving veterinarians to carry out treatment or necropsy of stranded marine mammals.
The most common types found in FY22 were Dugong dugon, Stenella longirostris, Globicephala 
macrorhynchus, Feresa attenuata, Orcaella brevitoris, Tursiops truncantus, Tursiops aduncus, 
Peponocephala macrorphynchus, Stenella attenuata, Stenella longirostris, Peponocephala 
electra, Balaenoptera musculus, Pseudorca crasssidens, and baleen whales. There were at least 14 
incidents of turtle stranding which were 11 on Buru Island, Central Sulawesi and Bali. 

Other nine have been handled by practitioners of Turtles, TCEC and IAM (Indonesian Aquatic 
Megafauna) Flying Vet. WWF-ID conducted the online and offline event to engage the public 
voluntarism as first responders in Tulungagung, Surabaya, Aceh, Alor, Kupang and Yogyakarta 
with total participants were 775 participants. 

FIRST RESPONDER ON STRANDED MARINE ETP SPECIES
AND SEALIFE REHABILITATION UNIT

6

Rescued sea turtles in Sea Life 
Rehabilitation Unit's Pool
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Dicky Bisinglasi
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SEA TURTLES MONITORING IN PALOH AND BURU

WWF-ID also launched the Sealife Rehabilitation 
Unit (SERU) on December 21st, 2021 to 
support IAM Flying Vet, BPSPL, and partners 
in increasing the survival rate of marine ETP 
species stranded. The rehabilitation unit is based 
at Kedonganan Veterinary and was inaugurated 
by the Director of Marine Spatial Management of 
MMAF. 
 
In collaboration with the Ministry of Marine 
Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF) and supported 
by cross-sectoral stakeholders, the Indonesian 
Veterinary Association (PDHI), WWF-Indonesia, 
and Cetacean Sirenian Indonesia Foundation 
(Cetasi) established the Indonesia Aquatic 
Megafauna Veterinary Association, known as 
IAM Flying Vet, on 31 October 2018.

Inauguration ceremony of Sealife Rehabilitation Unit.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Dicky Bisinglasi

During this fiscal year, sea turtle nests in 
Paloh MPA of West Kalimantan Province 
were found 2.498 nests. It increased 35% 
compared to data from the  last fiscal year 
(1.852 nests). In addition, the lost nests 
this year (111 nests) were reduced 37% 
compared to the previous year (177 nests).

The reduce number list nests were also 
happened oin Buru Island of Maluku 
Province. The lost nests in this fiscal year 
were reduced by 50%, from 32 of lost 
nests to 15 of lost nests. Moreover, number 
of sea turtle nests in Buru Island were 
increase 17%, from 314 in previous fiscal 
year to 367 nests in this fiscal year. 

In collaboration with the local community, 
daily monitoring has been conducted in 
Buru as one of the critical habitats for the 
Leatherback Turtle and other sea turtles 
(green and loggerhead turtle).

Tagged leatherback turtle from Paloh.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Dicky Bisinglasi

Sea turtles nest in Paloh MPA 
has increased 35%, while in 

Buru Island increased 50% 
compared to FY21 .
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SUSTAINABLE
FISHERIES

Schooling barracuda in Southwest Maluku MPA. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Muhammad Ramadhany
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Strategic Outcome 3
#SO 3

Support Government of Indonesia to reduce trend of over-
exploitation of key high economic fish commodities by at least 
30% in priority FMAs/seascapes, and better management of 5 
million ha of coastal and marine ecosystems for conservation and    
sustainable fisheries development, healthy marine ecosystem and 
sustainable livelihood.

Increasing Sustainable Production of Key Fisheries Commodities 
and Protecting Coastal and Marine Ecosystem 

Programmatic Outcome 1
#PO 1

SO3 - PO1: By 2023, Double the percentage of sustainable fisheries 
and aquaculture key commodities are achieved in priority supply 
chains from the 2017 baseline, in targeted seascapes which 
benefitting coastal communities.
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To manage responsible aquaculture production, 
WWF-Indonesia worked on key coastal and 
marine commodities, i.e., shrimp, marine finfish, 
seaweed, and eel, through two approaches, 
Aquaculture Improvement Program (AIP) and 
Ecosystem Approach to Aquaculture (EAA) 
and enable conditions, i.e., carrying capacity on 
aquaculture and aquaculture challenge project. 
To date, the performance has shown positive 
results by facilitating partners to produce 2560.87 
tonnes of responsible product. It is a significant 
achievement compared to the 2017 baseline of 
440 tonnes.

Sustainable Fisheries

Spinosum sp. in Wakatobi.
© Yayasan aWWF Indonesia / Jibriel Firman

Aquaculture

Barramundi

Pangasius

Eel

1783.23 407.98 0 2191.21 440

0 0.128 0 0.128 0

0 25.45 0 25.45 0

0 58.7 171.88 230.58 0

- 4.5 0 4.5 0

0 109 0 109 0

Shrimp

Grouper

Seaweed

ASC 
Certified 

(mT/year)

AIP
(mT/year)

BMP 
(mT/
year)

Total
(mT/year)

2017
Baseline

(mT/year)
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Sustainable shrimp production under ASC 
certification has achieved 1,783 tonnes/year 
contributed by three Seafood Savers members, 
i.e., PT MMP, PT SAT, and PT BMI. 

In additional, for the other companies, PT 
UKSMA, PT Misaja and PT Bomar were still 
in the improvement program. By June 2022, 
PT UKSMA performed 65.19% compliance 
towards ASC certificate meanwhile PT Misaja 
and PT Bomar were in the initial phase of AIP, 
conducting trials to improve survival rate, with 
the targeted production of 1 ton/year.

AQUACULTURE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
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Shrimp

One partner company, PT Iambeu Mina 
Utama has joined the improvement 
program through their supplier PT Bali 
Barramundi and increased its performance 
towards ASC TMFF from 59.01% in 2020 
to 70.25%. In 2021, the company faced 
problems with the availability of the seed 
since they wanted to focus on using seed 
sources only from their hatchery, however, 
the broodstock was not sufficient. In the 
year 2022, this company has re-managed 
its hatchery and sourced the broodstock 
from the government aquaculture center. 
This condition led to a reduction in the AIP 
production from 165.61 tonnes in the 2020 
baseline to 25.58 tonnes in 2021.
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The Seaweed Aquaculture Improvement program 
has supported a company partner, Celebes 
Seaweed Group, and farmers groups, Lagundi 
and Dewara, in Wakatobi. In terms of production, 
there is a decreased volume from the total of 
358.7 tonnes/year in 20/21 to 230.58 tonnes/
year in 21/22 production. The seasonal conditions, 
especially the current, were not strong enough 
to lead the water circulation, therefore it led 
the seaweed to be indicatively prone to ice-ice 
disease and ultimately a crop failure occurred. 
Even though the production was lower compared 
to the baseline, the performance towards ASC 
Seaweed Standard improved from 36%, 50%, and 
57 %, to 53.94%, 64.48% and 68.66% for CSG 
supply chain, Lagundi, and Dewara farmer groups 
respectively. 

Seaweed

In 2020 there were two company partners 
joining Seafood Savers for Aquaculture 
Improvement Program, however in the 
beginning of this year, PT Iroha decided to 
be idle since the Japanese market as their 
main buyer ceased to buy their product. 
WWF works with PT INW with an annual 
production of 109 tonnes.

Eel

Pangasius is a new commodity that has been 
registered by PT Suri Tani Pemuka in the 
beginning of this year. Gap assessment has 
been conducted to 4.5 tonnes production/
year with the initial compliance towards ASC 
pangasius is 37.38%
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The findings have resulted in recommendations 
being proposed as inputs for the governments of 
East Lombok Regency and West Nusa Tenggara 
Province to develop an action plan to improve 
management performance in the aquaculture 
areas, especially in Serewe Bay. In addition, the 
EAA principals have an average score of 1.96. 
It represents 65% compliance from the ideal 
performance. 

To promote sustainable management of 
aquaculture areas, WWF-ID in collaboration 
with FAO under the ISLME Project conducted 
a pilot project of EAA implementation in 
Serewe Bay, East Lombok. A pre-assessment 
was carried out from October 1–19, 2021. 
 
The study methodology included 
consultations with authorities and 
stakeholders in West Nusa Tenggara 
Province, discussions with the seaweed 
supply chain and research center, and field 
observation.  

ECOSYSTEM APPROACH TO AQUACULTURE

Regent of East Lombok and local government officials attending the EAA 
initial plan meeting. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Teguh Adiyatmika
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Map of aquaculture area in Serewe Bay, East Lombok Regency, 
West Nusa Tenggara Province. (ArcGIS Image 2020)

Serewe Bay

Jerowaru Sub-district
East Lombok Regency
West Nusa Tenggara

Indian Ocean

 Principle 1: Sustainability of the Ecosystem =  2.18 
 
 Principle 2: Welfare and Equity =  2.01 
 
 Principle 3: Governance = 1.62 

Moreover, a coordination meeting between 
stakeholders was held at the East Lombok Regency’s 
Office to discuss and develop an action plan for 
managing the Serewe Bay seaweed aquaculture area, 
conducted on June 14, 2022. It was agreed that out 
of 18 proposed recommendations to be followed 
up, there are 15 recommendations that are possible 
to be implemented in the duration of four months. 
Subsequently, there would be the establishment of 
an EAA task force to lead the implementation of the 
EAA action plan.
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The AgResults Indonesia Aquaculture 
Challenge Project (2021-2025) is a national 
aquaculture technology sales competition 
managed by WWF- Indonesia and supported 
by Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of 
Indonesia. The Pay-for-Results competition 
uses prizes to encourage private sectors to 
deliver on-farm technologies to smallholder 
aquaculture farmers. 

Six companies were participated in Year 1 
of the competition, from May 25, 2021 – 
February 25, 2022, i.e., PT Banoo Innovation 
Indonesia, PT Fadhil Damar Putra, 
PT Multidaya Teknologi Nusantara, 
PT Venambak Kail Dipantara, PT Aditya 
Inovasi Makmur and PT Himbar Buana 
Wibawa. 

The first-year competition did not perform 
well, most of the participants faced a 
significant challenge in sales during 
pandemic COVID-19, only one company, 
PT Multidaya Teknologi Nusantara 
(eFishery) succeeded to receive prize, 
$4,987.78, for rental 118 units in 4 provinces 
out of the 6 target provinces. 

Meanwhile for year two competition, it runs 
from May 25, 2022 – February 25, 2023, 
with seven companies as competitors, i.e., 
PT Banoo Innovation Indonesia, 
PT Barata Indonesia, PT Bumi Wirastaraya 
Sejahtera, PT Fadhil Damar Putra, 
PT Multidaya Teknologi Nusantara, 
CV Republik Vannamei, PT Venambak Kail 
Dipantara. The targeted province is expanded 
to all area in Indonesia and includes 
Vannamei as targeted commodities.

AGRESULTS INDONESIA AQUACULTURE CHALLENGE PROJECT

Prize awarding to one of tech companies which succeeded to meet the 
selling threshold. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Ghalih Anugerah
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Salinity check in Selat Pantar MPA of Alor as a part of carrying capacity monitoring.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Daniel Leatemia

AQUACULTURE CARRYING CAPACITY

Carrying capacity of land/water is a 
basic concept developed in managing an 
environment and natural resources in a 
sustainable manner. One of the activities that 
make carrying capacity as a determining factor 
for success is seaweed farming. This is because 
if seaweed cultivation activities exceed the 
carrying capacity of the water area, there will 
be a decrease in the quality of the waters which 
has an impact on the growth and quality of 
seaweed. 

WWF ID has initiated to create a guideline 
for cultivating seaweed based on the carrying 
capacity of the water. This guide contains the 
steps that must be met by a cultivator before 
cultivating seaweed. In addition, as an initial 
stage, this guide has been piloted to a location 
that is a pilot project for seaweed cultivation 
activities, namely in the Alor Islands, East 
Nusa Tenggara Province (Bana and Aimoli 
Villages). The trial activity was carried out to 
determine the optimum capacity of an area 
that is used optimally so that the amount of 
seaweed production that can be produced is in 

accordance with the capacity of the waters. 

Besides that, in addition to the land area, this trial 
activity also identified several water parameters, 
both physical and chemical parameters of the 
waters. From the experiments conducted, the 
parameters measured in situ were temperature, 
DO, COD, pH, salinity, current velocity, brightness, 
depth of water location, and water substrate and 
water depth. Chemical and biological parameters 
of water are carried out in the laboratory by 
taking water samples from sampling points. 
Several parameters measured in the laboratory 
are the total value of Nitrate (NO3), Phosphate 
(PO4),Total Suspended Solid (TSS), Ammonia, 
and Ammonia. 

Furthermore, after sampling and laboratory tests, 
the next step is to calculate the feasibility of the 
cultivated area by calculating the pollution index 
method (PI). This method is used to determine 
the feasibility level of cultivation based on the 
consideration of pollution relative to the permitted 
water quality parameters. 

15
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As an index-based method, the IP method is 
built on two quality indices.The results showed 
that Aimoli Village had good quality status, 
where only Orthophosphate content was found 
which was higher than the quality standard. 
While other stations are still within the quality 
standard limits set for cultivation activities. 

From the analysis of the pollution index, there 
is no potential for pollution or the condition of 
the waters in Aimoli Village is quite good for 
aquaculture. The condition of water quality on 
the coast of Bana Village is classified as lightly 
polluted and in a status that meets quality 
standards. This means that the water conditions 
are decent and meet the quality standards set 
for the life of biota, including seaweed. 

From results, the success of aquaculture is 
determined by many factors, so it is necessary 
to assess the results obtained. However, this 
seaweed cultivation guide still needs to be 
refined. So that in FY23 an external review will 
be conducted to get input and corrections from 
the experts on the guidelines that have been 
prepared before being implemented in other 
sites.Total Suspended Solid (TSS), Ammonia, 
and Ammonia. 

Furthermore, after sampling and laboratory 
tests, the next step is to calculate the feasibility 
of the cultivated area by calculating the pollution 
index method (PI). This method is used to 
determine the feasibility level of cultivation 
based on the consideration of pollution relative 
to the permitted water quality parameters. 

As an index-based method, the IP method is 
built on two quality indices.The results showed 
that Aimoli Village had good quality status, 
where only Orthophosphate content was found 
which was higher than the quality standard. 
While other stations are still within the quality 
standard limits set for cultivation activities. 
From the analysis of the pollution index, there 
is no potential for pollution or the condition of 

the waters in Aimoli Village is quite good for 
cultivation. The condition of water quality on 
the coast of Bana Village is classified as lightly 
polluted and in a status that meets quality 
standards. This means that the water conditions 
are decent and meet the quality standards set 
for the life of biota, including seaweed. 
From results the success of cultivation is 
determined by many factors, so it is necessary 
to assess the results obtained. However, this 
seaweed cultivation guide still needs to be 
refined. So that in FY23 an external review will 
be conducted to get input and corrections from 
the experts on the guidelines that have been 
prepared before being implemented in other 
sites.

Water current test, a part of whole water quality check.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / IGA Febiana Putri Wardeni
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Male mudcrab in Kai Kecil Island MPA ready to be captured. © WWF-US / James Morgan
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WWF-ID had collaborated with a certification 
body Moody Marine to conduct a pre-assessment 
for three commodities within the Fisheries 
Improvement Program (FIP): tuna, reef fish, 
and wild shrimp. The three commodities are 
considered the top three high-economic value 
export commodities of Indonesia. This is to 
understand the current status of fisheries against 
the ecolabel standard. The results after the 
assessment process were three national action 
plan documents containing the actions required 
to improve fisheries toward sustainability. These 
documents were adopted by the MMAF as a guide 
for the seafood ecolabel processes.  

Currently, WWF-ID is implementing the FIP for 
numerous species such as tuna, reef fish, wild 
shrimp, crab, and lobster through direct and 
indirect intervention. The WWF-ID is directly 
involved in the whole improvement process 
in collaboration with seafood companies and 
contributes within member of stakeholders FIP 
to some improvement process throughout the 
supply chain in an objective and transparent 
manner.

Sustainable Fisheries

Sorting the mudcrab by measuring the carapace size. 
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Rudi Rahmad Saputra

Capture Fisheries

Wild shrimp

Blue swimming crab

12,500 1,900

820 180

350 97

5 2.5

49 10.5

Tuna (+skipjack)

Reef fish

Mud crab

2022
 (mT/year)

Baseline 
2017

(mT/year)
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Currently, Indonesia holds three MSC 
certificates for skipjack and yellowfin tuna 
fisheries from PT Citra Raja Ampat Sorong, 
Annova Seafood, and AP2HI from SBS (Maluku 
waters and NTT) fishing ground. Up to this 
project period, the MSC-certified Tuna achieved 
annual production of 6,000 tonnes of skipjack 
and 6,500 tonnes of yellowfin tuna. WWF-
Indonesia participated in the FIP stakeholders’ 
group through: developing a commitment with 
MMAF to ensure the company implements 
the conditions set by the assessor, such as the 
observer program; support the improvement 
of data management; Harvest Strategy 
development and FMA 714 tuna protection zone 
as well as gave the public comment during full 
assessment process and stakeholders.©
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Tuna

WWF-ID has been working with some 
companies through direct intervention to 
implement improvement programs, UD 
Pulau Mas (54 supply chain and 3,000 
fishermen) for Life Reef Fish Improvement 
Program in all over Indonesia and PT 
Matsyaraja Arnawa Stambhapura (PT MAS 
(35 fishing vessels) with annual production 
about 820 ton of reef fish (grouper, snapper 
etc) in NTT. Refer to FIP Workplan, WWF 
give technical assistancies to the companies 
to implement the minimum size of the fish, 
an electronic data collection system, Better 
Management Practices Training for life reef 
fish, stock assessment, bycatch mitigation, 
habitat and ecosystem management and 
involvement in national meetings to 
encourage better management of MMAF.
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Reef Fish

FISHERIES IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
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WWF-ID implements mudcrab fishing in 
Kei Kecil through direct intervention. WWF-
ID working with Wear Manun – a fishermen 
group in Kei Island maluku to implement FIP 
Mudcrab since about 3 years ago.  The FIP is 
also associated with strengthening sustainable 
livelihood for local communities associated with 
MPAs (MPA kei kecil) with annual production 
of about 5 tonnes. At the moment, the MSC 
BMT score is 0.70 (max 1) that closes with 
MSC standard. The homework for FIP based 
on the latest assessment by bioinspecta is such 
as determination of mudcrab stock boundary, 
regular stock assessment, harvest strategy 
revitalization, community-based surveillance 
operationalization, etc. To support the FIP 
Mudcrab in these areas, WWF has facilitated the 
establishment of FIP stakeholders that led by 
Maluku Province of Fisheries Agency.

Mudcrab

WWF-ID initiates work with one of the biggest 
start-up companies on seafood products in 
Indonesia, called PT Jaring Dagang Aruna 
Indonesia. They passed the due-diligence 
process and are currently in the middle of 
the identification process to become Seafood 
Savers members. This company has suppliers 
in all around Indonesia, but for this program 
they start with suppliers from Balikpapan and 
Kendari. From Balikpapan, annual volume 
production fluctuates around 24 tonnes, 
whereas in Kendari it is 49 tonnes per year, 
which means it exceeded 2017 baseline data. 
Once they become full member of Seafood 
Savers, we will start implement the FIP action 
plan for blue swimming crab. 

Blue Swimming Crab
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31,000 USD
IS THE ECONOMIC VALUE 
OF MUDCRAB ANNUALLY 

PRODUCED BY WEAR MANUN.
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Since 2014, EAFM has been legalized through 
Peraturan Dirjen Perikanan Tangkap KKP No. 
18/2014. MMAF with support from WWF-ID 
continued to follow up the implementation of 
EAFM in Indonesia through development of a 
national standard of EAFM implementation in 
2015. This standard has been legalized through 
ministerial decree of MMAF No. 15/2015 
about SK3 EAFM. This decree explains three 
levels of how EAFM should be implemented, 
which are planner, plementer, and evaluator. 
However, the absence of a training module 
for each level became  challenge. In 2022, 
WWF-ID was supporting Puslatluh (Center of 
Training and Extension of MMAF) to develop 
the training module comprising the three levels 
of EAFM implementation. The document can 
be found here: Modul Final. These modules 

will be referenced to train the targeted officials 
or persons who want to be expert on EAFM 
through EAFM training and competency 
certification in Indonesia.

WWF-ID has been continuing to support EAFM 
assessment in order to support better fisheries 
management in Indonesia’s MPA. In 2021-
2022, several assessments have been conducted 
and disseminated covering Derawan, Alor, 
Manggarai Barat, Kendari, Wawonii Island, 
Wakatobi National Park, and Kei Kecil through 
collaboration with the EAFM Learning Center. 
These reports become the reference for local 
MPA managers in developing the management 
within the MPA. The summary will be 
presented in the next reporting period.

ECOSYSTEM  APPROACH TO FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

EAFM meeting with local government to discuss the final modules.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia
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Adult tomato grouper captured by local fisherman in MPA Southwest Maluku. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Hery D.P. Siahaan
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Sustainable Fisheries

© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Antonius Hendry Wijaya

Seafood Market Transformation

WWF-ID, through the Seafood Savers initiative (www.seafoodsavers.org) and improvement 
programs for small-scale seafood producers (in implementing Better Management Practices), 
has increased the availability of sustainable seafood production in the country, for domestic 
as well as for export purposes. WWF Indonesia continues to recruit new seafood company 
members under the Seafood Savers program, facilitate technical assistance for Fisheries 
Improvement Projects (FIPs) and Aquaculture Improvement Projects (AIPs), and campaign for 
increased domestic consumer awareness of sustainable seafood products in Indonesia.
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As of 2022, impact monitoring of Seafood Savers 
showed that aquaculture company members 
contribute to national production for six 
commodities, namely vannamei and black tiger 
shrimp (0.37%), seaweed (0.001%), eel (24.13%), 
barramundi (0.53%), and grouper (0.0035%); 
while Seafood Savers members in wild-catch 
fisheries contributes to 0.12% for blue swimming 
crabs (0.05%), tuna/TCT (0.019%), and snapper 
(0.28%).  National seafood production data 
source is taken from MMAF statistic data 2020. 

The program has acquired an additional two 
corporate members, bringing the total to 20 
members (18 producers and 2 buyers) by June 
2022, while there are five prospective members in 
the application phase for membership. Company 
progress reports are available every six months, 
and the website is updated regularly. 
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SEAFOOD SAVERS

CONSUMER AWARENESS
As of 2022, impact monitoring of Seafood Savers showed that aquaculture company 
members In terms of communication, outreach on social media outlets has 1,739 followers 
on Facebook, 1,680 followers on Twitter, and 1,404 followers on Instagram, as well as 53 
YouTube subscribers and 390 LinkedIn followers. Meanwhile, WWF Indonesia Seafood 
Advisor – a seafood consumer guide – has updated the assessment. It launched as Seafood 
Advisor 3.0 in Jakarta in December 2021 with 1,073 users. In June 2022, WWF conducted a 
seafood campaign at one of the shopping areas.

1,073
ACTIVE USERS

OF SEAFOOD ADVISOR

bit.ly/ SeafoodAdvisorDownload
OR SCAN TO GET

SEAFOOD ADVISOR TAP TO VISIT
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Sustainable Fisheries
Fisheries Sustainable Livelihood

WWF-ID works in several MPA locations to establish a sustainable livelihood program in the 
fisheries and tourism in each location to support the benefit of MPAs to local communities. The 
general objectives are to transform the practices to be more sustainable through market incentives 
and business engagement to generate income from sustainable livelihood of the local communities 
group.  In pursuit of sustainability practices in fisheries and aquaculture, WWF-ID set the 
minimum criteria: compliance on legality of fishing practices and aquaculture, the minimum 
size of fish catch, bycatch ETP free practices, and traceability. Meanwhile, for aquaculture, there 
are two additional requirements for habitat protection and sustainable resource use. Parallel to 
facilitate the local community group to fulfill the minimum requirement, the market linkage for 
business partnership was also implemented. The objective is there is business partnership among 
local community groups with potential buyers. Some of progress as follows:

Small scale fisherman in Teluk Sumbang of Derawan MPA.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Nurhadi Pratama
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WWF supports two reef fish fishermen groups (Sumber Rezeki and Hasil Laut). The latest BMP 
compliance score for Hasil Laut is 75.52% and Sumber Rejeki is 67.50%. The improvement 
highlights for both groups with support from WWF ID are: 1). Implement simple recording of 
monthly production (catch) data; 2). Renewal of Vessel Legality; 3). Making individual NIB; 4). 
Promote the products of the two groups to the private sector (hotels and restaurants).

WWF will continue to expand to support more the fishermen/fish farmer groups who living 
within MPAs to have more impact.

West Manggarai
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Baseline survey on 
aquaculture activity 
has been conducted. 
Seaweed farming 
exists in 5 districts 
in Mdona Hiera, 
Marsela, Wetang, 
Romang and Wetar 
supporting livelihood 
for 500 farmers which 
majority in Mdona 
Hiera covering 77% 
of the total number 
of farmers in Maluku 
Barat Daya. WWF will 
work in Mdona Hiera, 
i.e.: East and West 
Luang where the total 
production of seaweed 
is 3,262 tonnes/year.

Southwest 
Maluku

25

The groups comprise KUB Tuna Bersinar (tuna 
fishermen), and two reef fishermen groups 
(KUB Mitra Sunu, and KUB Sanggeh Kami). 
The latest BMP (Better Management Practices) 
compliance score was 70.8 % for Tuna Bersinar, 
89.04% for Sanggeh Kami, and 92.92% for 
Mitra Sunu. Annual production in 2022 is 21 
tonnes. At this moment, WWF has successfully 
facilitated most of the members to have the 
legality of fishing practices comprising Kusuka 
and TDKP (government fishermen ID and 
licensing system). 

The challenge is about getting support from 
fishermen to implement the minimum size of 
fish catch as the on-boat loin process occurs, 
each group has an improvement action plan 
which has been agreed to be implemented for a 

year to come. Meanwhile, potential buyers have 
been mapped and starting to approach.

Under Aquaculture Improvement Program 
towards ASC-MSC Seaweed Standard, Lagundi 
and Dewara Farmer Groups showed increased 
performance, 64.48% and 68.66% compliance 
compared to the baseline 50% and 57 %.  WWF 
assisted in trial renewing the seedling with 
high-quality seed developed by UNHALU, 
facilitated product diversification from seaweed, 
and a group discussion with the government, 
buyer, and middleman. During the period 
2021/2022, there was an increased seaweed 
price both for cottonni and spinosum, 30,000 
IDR and 6000 IDR per kg, respectively. Both 
groups earned revenue of 1,143,955,700 IDR 
from a total production of 171.88 tonnes.

Wakatobi

100%

66%

33%

Tuna Bersinar Mitra Sunu Sanggeh Kami KUB Hasil Laut KUB Sumber
Rezeki

Beginner Intermediate Prime

FISHERIES GROUP PROGRESS ASSESSMENT

27.27%

64.71%

11.76% 11.76%

82.35%

5.88% 5.88%

27.27%

70.59%
68% 68%



Rock pile installation in Derawan MPA. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Irvan Ahmad Fikri

MARINE
PROTECTED AREAS
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Strategic Outcome 3
#SO 3

Support Government of Indonesia to reduce trend of over-
exploitation of key high economic fish commodities by at least 
30% in priority FMAs/seascapes, and better management of 5 
million ha of coastal and marine ecosystems for conservation and    
sustainable fisheries development, healthy marine ecosystem and 
sustainable livelihood.

Development and Management Improvement of Marine Protected Area

Programmatic Outcome 2
#PO 2

SO3 - PO2: By 2023, Promote healthy marine ecosystem, 
ecological connectivity, and resilience against climate change 
within the Lesser Sunda Sub-Seascape, Inner Banda Arc Sub[1]
Seascape, Southern and Eastern Sulawesi Sub-Seascape and 
other critical marine habitats for biodiversity through inclusive 
conservation and nature-based solutions.
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WWF Indonesia as a partner of the Ministry of 
Marine Affairs and Fisheries is committed to 
assisting the government in increasing the Marine 
Protected Areas and the effectiveness of the 
management of these MPAs. 

During this period, MMAF has released MPA 
gazettements (stage 4) 1for some WWF’s assisted 
MPAs covering Sorong Selatan of Papua Barat 
Province (previous project from USAID SEA 
Project), Flores Timur, Sikka, and Lembata of 
NTT Province (East Nusa Tenggara), as well 
as Yamdena and three MPAs in Maluku Barat 
Daya of Maluku Province. Thus, all the areas 
targeted in the MACP project in SBS for new 
MPAs establishment have been accomplished 
(Koon, Flores Timur, Sulawesi Tenggara MPAs 
network, Yamdena, and three MPAs in Maluku 
Barat Daya). As a result, WWF has supported 
the Government of Indonesia to establish new 
MPAs with a total of 23 MPAs with a total of 
3.4 million ha since 2014 or 123.32% of current 
MPAs in Indonesia (28 million ha). WWF will 
continue to support the Government of Indonesia 
for technical assistance to achieve effective 
management of those MPAs.

In supporting the effectiveness of MPA management, WWF-ID accompanies and supports MPA 
managers in the Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Conservation Area Management (EVIKA), 
which was conducted by the MMAF. Full assistance is given to five MPAs in Indonesia, namely 
Alor, Kei Kecil, Koon, Paloh, and Derawan. Of the five MPAs, four MPAs (Alor, Paloh, Derawan, 
and Kei Kecil) have optimally managed status, while Koon is still in minimum managed status. 
Several recommendations for increasing the effectiveness of conservation area management 
include the need for training programs to increase human resource competence; increasing 
the availability of facilities and infrastructure; optimizing budget allocation and use permits in 
conservation areas; revitalization of conservation area utilization systems based on carrying 
capacity; and strengthening databases and partnership networks as a support system for effective 
conservation area management.

1 The MMAF has simplified some MPA regulations into one MMAF decree of Permen-KP no. 31/2020 concerning MPA Management. One 
of the regulations mentions the MPA development process into 4 levels/stages (previously 5 stages) covering (1) proposal initiative; (2) identifica-
tion and inventory; (3) preservation; and (4) gazettement.
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Marine Protected Areas
MPA Development and Effective Management
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In supporting the effectiveness of MPA management, WWF-ID 
accompanies and supports MPA managers in the Evaluation 
of the Effectiveness of Conservation Area Management 
(EVIKA), which was conducted by the MMAF. Full assistance 
is given to five MPAs in Indonesia, namely Alor, Kei Kecil, 
Koon, Paloh, and Derawan. Of the five MPAs, four MPAs 
(Alor, Paloh, Derawan, and Kei Kecil) have optimally managed 
status, while Koon is still in minimum managed status. 
Several recommendations for increasing the effectiveness of 
conservation area management include the need for training 
programs to increase human resource competence; increasing 
the availability of facilities and infrastructure; optimizing budget 
allocation and use permits in conservation areas; revitalization 
of conservation area utilization systems based on carrying 
capacity; and strengthening databases and partnership 
networks as a support system for effective conservation area 
management.

Capacity building for MPA managers is carried out through 
training and competence tests for implementers, technicians, 
and experts in the field of MPA Management Planning. This 
activity is carried out online in collaboration with Puslatluh and 
Dit. KKHL, MMAF. The number of participants was 58 people, 
who came from MPA managers in Aceh, North Sumatra, East 
Kalimantan, West Kalimantan, Southeast Sulawesi, and East 
Nusa Tenggara.  

Together with partners such as Universitas Pattimura 
and Politeknik Perikanan Tual, WWF also supported the 
development of the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 
of the monitoring ecosystems (coral reef, seagrass, and 
mangrove) within MPAs under the Gugus Pulau (MPA 
management authorities) in Maluku Province. While in 
Derawan, the SOP of the ecosystem (coral reef, seagrass, 
and mangrove) and ETP species (sea turtles, sharks, rays, 
and marine mammals), resource use, collaborative marine 
patrol, and perception monitoring. The SOP of public services 
was also released by KCD (MPA management authority in 
Selat Pantar MPA). In addition, WWF also supported SOPs for 
sea turtle education ecotourism and sea turtle conservation 
management.  

Moreover, WWF-ID has also been supporting the NPOA 
(National Plan of Action) of coral reef management document 
that expected to be released in early FY23. The objectives 
are: (1) To serve as a guideline for ministries/agencies and 
local governments in planning, implementing, monitoring, and 
evaluating coral reef conservation programs in the context of 

DERAWAN ISLANDS
Optimally Managed 

71.25

SELAT PANTAR, ALOR
Optimally Managed 

59.06

PALOH
Optimally Managed 55.60
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The Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries launched 
seven instruments or management tools to support MPA 
management effectiveness in Indonesia. It covers MPA 
Vision 2030, SIDAKO (MPA database dashboard), EVIKA 
(Evaluation of MPA management effectiveness to replace 
EKKP3K), E-PANJI (evaluation of ETP marine species 
management), SHARK-ID (a module for sharks and rays’ 
identification), NERACA (Economic valuation of natural 
resources within MPAs with a case study of Gili Matra 
MPA), and STRAKOM (Communication Strategy).  
Mr. Andi Rusandi (Director for Marine Conservation 
and Biodiversity Directorate General of Marine Spatial 
Management, MMAF) mentioned the current achievement 
of MPA development, reaching 441 (including 411 MMAF 
MPAs and 30 MoEF MPAs) with a total of 28.4 million 
hectares by September 2021, which is significantly 
improved since the Status and Challenges of MPA 
management in Indonesia was released in 2020. 

A roadmap to ensure MPA management effectiveness 
is needed to become one of the major challenges of 
MPA in Indonesia. Therefore, MMAF, together with the 
Ministry of National Development Planning (Kementerian 
PPN/Bappenas), the Coordinating Ministry for Maritime 
Affairs and Investment (Kemenkomarves), the Ministry of 
Home Affairs (KemenDagri), and the Ministry of Finance 
(Kemenkeu), and conservation partners WWF, CTC, WCS, 
YKAN-TNC, Rare, and CI, developed MPA Vision 2030. 
The MPA vision consists of two documents: Management 
of MPAs in Indonesia: Status and Challenges (MMAF 
(Ed), 2020); and MPA Vision 2030 and Roadmap to MPA 
Management: Securing 10% of marine waters in Indonesia 
towards biodiversity protection and sustainable use (MMAF, 
2020).  

During the launch, Mrs. Pamuji Lestari, the Acting Director-
General for Marine Spatial Management, challenged their 
staff to achieve this target in 2024 and encouraged partners 
to support this initiative. She acknowledged WWF and 
CTC, along with NGO partners and academics, for their 
support and attended the launching event.  

The event was held offline at the Pullman Hotel in Jakarta, 
as well as online streaming on YouTube. The stream 
was attended by up to 700 participants by the end of the 
launching event.

ensuring the sustainability 
and sustainable use of 
coral resources; (2) As a 
reference for the community, 
academics, non-governmental 
organizations, business 
actors, and other stakeholders 
involved in coral conservation 
programs to ensure the long-
term viability and sustainability 
of coral resources; (3) As 
an official document that 
becomes the guideline for 
the Indonesian government 
in implementing regional and 
international conventions 
related to coral reef resources. 

KEI KECIL
Optimally Managed 52.78

KOON
Minimally Managed 47.73
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Stage One Area

Buru 13,788.50 Ha

13. Wawonii 27,044.99 Ha

14. Teluk Moramo 21,902.34 Ha

15. Kei Kecil 150,000 Ha

16. Koon 9,900.87 Ha

17. Serutbar 106,710.86 Ha

18. Yamdena (Tanimbar Is.) 312,181.70 Ha

19. Maluku Barat Daya (MBD) Damer 297,143.91 Ha

20. MBD Romang 274,845.74 Ha

21. MBD Mdona Hiera, Lakor,
Moa, and Letti

371,722.43 Ha

22. Jeen Womom* 32,250.86

23. Seribu Satu Sungai Teoenebikia* 349,133.13

ESTABLISHED AND PROPOSED MPAs

1. Aceh Tamiang 2,750.71 Ha

2. Tapanuli Tengah* 84,429.07 Ha

3. Nias Selatan* 44,939.22 Ha

4. Paloh 168,291.06 Ha

5. Randayan* 61,654.59 Ha

6. Kendawangan* 164,595.74 Ha

7. Kubu Raya dan Kayong Utara* 115,723.63 Ha

8. Kubu Raya* 134,409.14 Ha

9. Selat Pantar 276,693.38 Ha

10. Flores Timur 150,069.35 Ha

11. Sikka* 75,097.68 Ha

12. Lembata* 199,688.38 Ha

*support to the development process
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Rock pile in Selat Pantar MPA, Alor.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Yudhi Mahendra

MMAF MPA establishment status 
supported by WWF-ID. The stages of MPA 
establishment refers to MMAF regulation 
of Permen-KP No. 31/2020 from stage one 
(initiative) into stage four (establishment 
with an MAF Minister’s Decree).

Stage Four Area
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Seven percent of hard coral and 47% of 
other living substrate covered the rock pile 
after five years. WWF-ID encourages coral 
reef rehabilitation with a simple method in 
locations where coral reef conditions have 
changed into rubble beds due to destructive 
fishing. The method uses rock piles from the 
limestone that originally came from coral 
fossils.  
 
In principle, this method provides a 
stronger artificial substrate at the rubble bed 
location (dead coral fracture). It provides 
the opportunity for coral planula and other 
benthic creatures to attach to the substrate 
naturally. Rock piles have the following 
advantages: they are widely available on 
small and remote islands; easy to maintain; 
they avoid invasive species because they do 
not use coral transplants; and the budget 
is relatively lower than other methods. In 
addition, as it is simple for maintenance and 
monitoring, it can involve community groups 
to build a sense of belonging and raise coral 
conservation awareness. However, we need 
to make sure that rock pile sources are legal 
(with permits) and avoid any negative impact 
on their environment.

ROCK PILE AS A PARTICIPATIVE CORAL REHABILITATION

Rock pile installation in Derawan MPA. 
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Irvan Ahmad Fikri

The implementation was carried out in the 
Alor MPA, which demonstrated significant 
improvement after 8 years (deployed in 2013). 
It is covered by 7% of hard corals, 33% of soft 
corals, and 13% of other living substrates. While 
the rubble area around data control remines the 
same. In addition, the reef fish abundance shows 
745 ind/ha and biomass of 110 kg/ha compared 
to control site with abundance of 280 ind/ha and 
biomass of 37 kg/ha for reef fish.  
 
Moreover, the rock pile was recently 
implemented in Derawan MPA, where we expect 
to have a success story as well. In supporting 
the program of Indonesian government to save 
marine ecosystem in Derawan MPA, WWF-
ID collaborated with the government of East 
Kalimantan Province and Berau Regency, 
East Kalimantan will carry out coral reef 
rehabilitation. Through Ocean Governance 
Project, this activity will be implemented until 
December 2023. It is not only to improve coral 
reef conditions, but also to increase community 
involvement and awareness in coral reef 
conservation, as well as to generate revenue, such 
as through fisheries and marine tourism.
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During this period, WWF-ID in collaboration 
with Universitas Pattimura and MAF Province 
Office conducted various surveys, covering 
ecological monitoring (coral reef, seagrass, 
and mangrove); marine ETP species; capture 
and aquaculture fisheries potencies; fisheries 
and tourism entrepreneurship, EAFM and 
marine tourism potency. The result will be 
expected in early August 2022. However, 
some preliminary results are available. The 
percentage of hard coral cover in Mdona 
Hiera, Lakor, Moa, and Letti MPAs and the 
surrounding waters ranged from 10.33 ± 
2.40% to 39.33 ± 5.60% with an average cover 
of 26.17 ± 3.31 %. The highest percentage 
of hard corals was found to be in candidate 
new conservation areas (39.50 ± 6.92%) in 
Babar Islands, while the highest percentage of 
soft corals were found in the extractive zone 
(39.60 ± 4.11%). The average total abundance 
of 16 target fish families within the area 
was 6,751.50 ± 1,639.69 ind/ha, the highest 
abundance found outside MPA, which was 
8,579.33 ± 1,526.45 ind/ha. The average total 
biomass within the MPA is 2,238.54 ± 432.53 
kg.ha, from the analysis the highest biomass 
was found in the non-extractive zone, which 
was 2,580.93 ± 771.80 kg/ha.

© Yayasan WWF Indonesia/Muhammad Ramadhany

MARINE & FISHERIES SURVEY 
IN SOUTHWEST MALUKU

RHM in Derawan MPA was conducted 10 - 13 
June 2021 (FY21) and the expected report 
was available in FY22. The percentage of hard 
coral cover within the MPA was 31.90 ± 2.76%. 
The No Take Zone has a higher average hard 
coral cover, which is 34.62 ± 4.04% compared 
to the Use Zone (29.78 ± 3.82%. However, it 
is not much different from those outside the 
area, which is 34.00 ± 2.75%. The average 
abundance of 16 target fish families inside the 
MPA and outside the MPA was 2,910 ± 469 
ind/ha and 2,471 ± 471 ind/ha, respectively, 
while fish biomass was 1,048.52 ± 252.28 kg/
ha and 662.61 ± 193.39 kg/ha. The abundance 
and biomass in the No Take Zone had the 
highest values, namely 3,141 ± 803 ind/ha and 
1,217.57 ± 442.09 kg/ha, respectively.

REEF HEALTH MONITORING
IN DERAWAN

3,141 
± 803 IND/HA
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We continue to assist LMMAs in Selat Pantar 
Alor MPA (Baranusa Kingdom), Wakatobi 
(Sarano Wali), and Kei Kecil (Ohoirenan, 
Ohoiwait, and Werka). Through the progress 
assessment that is divided into three levels 
(started, operated, and effective), overall 
assisted LMMAs are in the operated level and 
need to improve in terms of sustainable self-
sufficiency. In this period, WWF-ID supports 
reef health monitoring involving a youth 
group, namely Latapeda, that can support 
ecological monitoring in Baranusa.

foto lmma
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MARINE AREAS (LMMAS)
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LMMAs COMMUNITIES GROWTH
100%

66%

33%

Baranusa Sarano Wali Ohoirenan Ohoiwait Werka

Started Operated

27.27%

45.45%

27.27% 27.27% 27.27% 27.27%

18.18%

63.64%

72.73% 72.73% 72.73%



Baranusa is a traditional kingdom within 
the Selat Pantar MPA of Alor District, East 
Nusa Tenggara Province. The Kingdom 
is located on Pantar Island, covering five 
administrative villages. The Kingdom maintains 
the management of marine natural resources 
through open and close seasons, namely 
“Mulung”. Hading Mulung has a closed season, 
while Hoba Mulung has an open season. The 
resources cover reef fish, sea cucumbers, 
lobsters, and trochus snails. However, we 
do not have regular monitoring, especially 
involving the local people. Therefore, WWF-ID 
developed a simple protocol of ecological and 
social monitoring so that it can be adopted by 
the local people easily. Furthermore, WWF-ID 
supports the Baranusa Kingdom in

implementing the protocol in collaboration with 
the youth group in Baranusa, namely Latapeda, 
and by inviting the Head of the Baranusa 
customary institution as well as sub-district 
and village government representatives. The 
workshop and training cover the identification 
of the monitoring target, the introduction of 
the monitoring methods, and data collection. 
Seven people from Latapeda joined the training 
and data collection. Therefore, we hope that the 
Latapeda youth group can continue to conduct 
ecological monitoring regularly while WWF-ID 
continues to assist with data entry, analysis, 
and reporting.  

The result is supposed to be released early 
FY23. 

COLLABORATIVE ECOLOGICAL MONITORING WITHIN BARANUSA LMMA

Wakatobi women showcasing their traditional hand-woven fabrics to boost local tourism. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Sasi
Baranusa LMMA youth community conducting ecological monitoring.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia/Haries Sukandar
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Monitoring of the ecology of Kaombo was 
carried out by WWF-ID together with the 
Wakatobi National Park Office. However, the 
data analysis and results are expected to be 
released in FY23. In addition, as a part of the 
strengthening capacity program, it has been 
carried out a dive training and ecological 
monitoring method with community partners 
from the Wakabibika Coastal Forum and 
Binongko Fisherman Forum. WWF has assisted 
Sarano Wali to prepare an annual work plan 
for 2022, which will be evaluated for its 
achievements at the end of the year (December 
2022).  

An analysis of catch data for 2020 and 2021 
has been carried out in the Sarano Wali 

customary management area. Afterward, the 
recommendations from the report will be used 
by the Sarano Wali customary institution as 
a reference in fisheries management in its 
customary management area. 

Fishing gears in the Sarano Wali LMMA are 
dominated by hand line, gill net, and trap. 
The fishery production in 14 months of data 
collection (year 2020-2021) within the LMMA 
Sarano Wali ranged from 12.6 kg to 2,346.7 kg 
per village (n = 5 villages). Through continued 
and consistent data collection, it can be one 
of reference to develop harvest strategy based 
on LMMA to ensure sustainable fisheries and 
benefit for local people in Sarano Wali.

SARANO WALI LMMA IN WAKATOBI
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Sarano Wali customary community meeting in Wakatobi.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia/Darwan Saputra
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The agreement between the KCD (Alor MPA management authority), Universitas Tribuana Alor 
and WWF-ID is signed in 28 Sep 2021. It is agreed that MPA COE will be hosted by Universitas 
Tribuana. In addition, the MPA CoE roadmap has been released. On the other hand, MPA COE 
in Wakatobi is in collaboration with the AKKP  (Akademi Komunitas Kelautan dan Perikanan – 
Academy of Marine and Fisheries Communities) Wakatobi has conducted the trial for MPA COE 
Wakatobi curriculum. The lesson plans document of MPA COE in Alor and Wakatobi are available 
at the end of FY21.  

The MPA CoE, which is being promoted by the WWF-ID, includes at least four MPA CoE Learning 
Labs (the term learning laboratory), namely:

MPA CENTER OF EXCELENCE (COE)

1. Community Lab
This includes learning in Community Organizer, Community-Based (CB) Entrepreneurship/
Sustainable Livelihood applied to community groups such as LMMA (Locally-Managed 
Marine Area-Marine area managed by local or indigenous communities), Community-based 
(CB) Sustainable Livelihood: Tourism (CBT) & Fisheries (Groups of fishermen/cultivators), 
and Pokmaswas.

2. Corporate/Private Sectors Lab 
Learning related to private sector activities such as market transformation, sustainable 
business (blue economy) in the field of fisheries and tourism, which is applied to platforms 
such as Seafood Savers (FIP/AIP, RSSIP, BMP, Traceability, best government practices), 
Signing Blue (MTIP), BMP, best government practices), Ecolabel (MSC, ASC, GSTC), and 
initiatives related to Blue Economy.

MPA CoE discussion and trials in Wakatobi.
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© Yayasan WWF Indonesia 

3. Biodiversity Lab
Lessons related to Marine Habitat Conservation, Marine Species Conservation, and 
Sustainable Fisheries are applied to activities such as Marine Resources Monitoring (Habitat: 
coral reefs, seagrass, mangroves; fisheries, SPAGs, and ETP Species), Ecosystem Rehabilitation 
(habitat improvement), and improving the survival rate of injured species (bycatch and 
stranded mitigation).

4. Governance Lab
Learning in MPA management includes evaluation of MPA for fisheries; evaluation with tools 
from the government (EVIKA, METT), how to design MPA (Marxan, Miradi, science support, 
resilience & MPAs network), MCS protocol, collaborative management, climate change 
mitigation and adaptation. Ensure the implementation of the necessary evaluations in MPA 
management, such as in the fisheries sector (EAFM, EAA, RBFM, HS, Carrying Capacity (CC) 
Aquaculture), species management (species conservation, EPANJI), and tourism (CC Tourism, 
Destination Management) (GSTC), Ocean Plastic Pollution management (through PFON-
Plastic Free Ocean Network). 

The four labs are interconnected and represent lessons learned and must be met in an ideal or 
effective MPA management. 

For this reason, it is necessary to build a curriculum standard on how the points in the MPA 
CoE Learning Lab above can be conveyed to the target group in a good, measurable, targeted 
manner and in accordance with national competency certification standards. 

Currently, the document of national curriculum as an umbrella for curriculum in Alor and 
Wakatobi is ongoing and will be expected to the final in July 2022. The document has been 
reviewed by some experts from MMAF and academics from Universitas Tribuana, AKKP and 
IAIN Syeh Nurjati Cirebon. 



Wakatobi women showcasing their traditional hand-woven fabrics to boost local tourism. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Sasi

MARINE
TOURISM
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Strategic Outcome 3
#SO 3

Support Government of Indonesia to reduce trend of over-
exploitation of key high economic fish commodities by at least 
30% in priority FMAs/seascapes, and better management of 5 
million ha of coastal and marine ecosystems for conservation and    
sustainable fisheries development, healthy marine ecosystem and 
sustainable livelihood.

Marine Ecological Footprint

Programmatic Outcome 3
#PO 3

SO3 - PO3: By 2023, in collaboration with authority, private sector 
and community-based tourism entities, reduce negative impact 
of coastal and marine tourism on critical ecosystems in priority 
seascape and tourism destinations by at least 30%.

Improving key sectors sustainability in priority landscape-seascape 
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During this period, Marine 
Tourism sectors survived in 
their business sectors. They 
always tried to join and follow 
the updated information to 
increase their sustainable 
business platform due to 
covid-19 pandemic. However, 
the CHSE protocol is ready to 
use in Signing Blue platform 
which includes in best 
management practices for 
responsible marine tourism and 
other BMP in Marine Tourism 
(Ecological Footprint and 
Community Based Tourism) 
for public. In other things, 
Signing Blue Members and also 
Plastic Free Ocean Networks 
are support the sustainable 
marine tourism mechanism. 
They are actively join the online 
campaign to sharing session or 
become a speakers of Signing 
Blue platform or the Plastic 
Free Ocean Network. Hopefully, 
the optimism of responsible 
marine tourism always create 
an investment for sustainable 
things to support the ecological 
things in marine protected 
areas.

Tour guide from Alor taking his guiding exam as a part
of capacity building. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Alexadra Maheswari

Marine Tourism
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Signing Blue is a platform for any business in 
the marine tourism sector that is committed to 
joining and following the rules of sustainable 
marine tourism. The members are divided 
into 3 groups: First, Blue Allies: the members 
of SB from private sectors such as dive/tour 
operators’ companies, restaurants, hotels, 
and tourist boat companies. Second, Blue 
Partners: a SB member from a private-sector 
marine tourism association/group. Third: Blue 
Travellers: individuals or personal members.  
 
During this period, the SB membership 
has reached 139 members. It increased by 
23% compared to the previous period (113 
members).

SIGNING BLUE 
MARINE TOURISM IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (MTIP)

Dive Komodo as Signing Blue Member informs the visitors about dive site location
in West Manggarai, Labuan Bajo. © Signing Blue / Dive Komodo
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Membership FY21 FY22

Blue Allies 110 121

Blue Partners 1 4

Blue Travellers 2 14

TOTAL 113 139
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Similar to the previous period, the PFON 
(Plastic Free Ocean Network) platform has 
10 groups during this period. It consists of 
students, universities, foundations, and more. 
They have received training in data collection 
and are able to conduct campaigns by adopting 
the coastal waste emergence method from 
CSIRO. The result in Alor concluded that 
the number of coastal waste emergences has 
decreased, from 6115 items of waste (2019) to 
3856 items of waste (2021). 

The main cause of the decline was due to 
changes in the behavior of the local community 
as a result of the campaign and outreach from 
PFON in Alor. WWF-ID also conducts data 

collection on the generation of household, non-
household, and landfill waste (referring to SNI 
19-3964-114-1994), which has been carried out 
in Labuan Bajo, Alor, and Nusa Penida. The 
level of household-non-household and landfill 
waste generation in Labuan Bajo decreased 
from 15 tons/day (2018) to 9 tons/day (2021), 
or 40%. 

The main cause of the decline is indicated by 
the reduced number of tourist visits to Labuan 
Bajo due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The data 
is used as material for policy advocacy to build 
a collaborative action plan to reduce waste 
generation and has been presented to the local 
governments.

REDUCING MARINE PLASTIC POLLUTION
IN TOURISM DESTINATIONS

Plastic data monitoring by PFON. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / PFON
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The local government with Yayasan WWF Indonesia assists community groups to establish their 
areas as tourist destinations to support the economic improvement of the people living in the 
Marine Protected area. There are 15 CBTs (Community-Based Tourism) - seven assisted directly 
and eight assisted indirectly, covering:

• Alor: CBT Aimoli (Direct), CBT Kabola (Direct), CBT Munaseli (Indirect), CBT Pantai Deere 
(Indirect)

• Wakatobi: CBT Koncu Patua (Direct), Forum Pesisir Wakabibika (Direct), CBT Pangilia 
(Direct)  

• Derawan (current identification): CBT Pokdarwis Sumping Nusa dan CBT Pokdarwis Buli 
Kalak  

• Paloh: CBT Wahana Bahari (Direct), Pokmaswas Kampou Borneo (Indirect), Pokdarwis Pantai 
Kampak Indah (Indirect)  

• Manggarai Barat (Labuan Bajo): CBT Dusun Rangko (Direct), CBT Desa Repi (Indirect)  
• Maluku Barat Daya (current identification): Desa Welora dan Pantai Syota  

In 2022, the communities following the best practices management turns into intermediate and 
independent level. In Intermediate level there is Desa Aimoli Alor 45%, Desa Kabola Alor (42%), 
Desa Munaseli Alor (45%) & Pante Deere Alor (40%), while in Independent Level there are five 
communities including Koncupatua (74%), Wakabibika (81%, Pangilia (79%), Mekko (65%), and 
Wahana Bahari (63%).

MARINE TOURISM SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD

INTERMEDIATE
Aimoli (45%)
Munaseli (45%)

Kabola (42%)
Pante Deere (40%)

INDEPENDENT
Wakabibika (81%)
Pangilia (79%)
Koncu Patua (74%)

Mekko (65%)
Wahana
Bahari (63%)
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Currently, the assisted groups have progressed by 
19% compared to 2021 and they are classified as an 
intermediate group. These communities are aware of 
tourism condition and implemented Sustainable Tourism 
Best Practices. It is necessary to provide training to 
improve aspects of group business, promote their tourism 
services to the market, and create promotional videos that 
will be published on various social media to increase the 
CBT to an independent level.

To evaluate CBT, we divide CBT into three levels: beginner, 
intermediate, and independent.

On average, our assisted CBTs are at the intermediate 
level, which means that the communities are aware of their 
tourism condition and have implemented Sustainable 
Tourism Best Practices. Based on the CBT report, the 
main problems in the CBT are financing, promotion and 
marketing products, social equity, and community benefit. 
One of the CBTs that has reached an independent level is 
in Paloh, West Kalimantan, namely CBT Wahana Bahari. 
WWF-ID’s direct intervention with the CBT Wahana 
Bahari is to support the sea turtles as an attraction, such 
as sightseeing, camping, relocating turtle eggs, and more. 
However, there are things to be improved or completed, 
such as community benefit, feasibility study, and tourist 
satisfaction level.

19% OF THE 
ASSISTED GROUPS
ARE PROGRESSING TO BECOME 

INTERMEDIATE GROUPS.
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Dive Komodo as Signing Blue Member informs the visitors about dive site location
in West Manggarai, Labuan Bajo. © Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Signing Blue
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CHALLENGES
& LESSON LEARNED

 A group of pilot whale swimming on the surface of Southwest Maluku waters.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Muhammad Ramadhany
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The COVID-19 pandemic situation - with 
the dynamic activity movement limitation 
policies - has still become one of the biggest 
challenges during this period. Many partners, 
such as fisheries and tourism companies, have 
struggled with the COVID-19 situation that is 
impacting the economic slowdown. Without 
visitors, they must find alternative sources of 
income or return to their primary source of 
income. However, within the easing of COVID 
restrictions, we can pursue many field activities 
and make appointments with partners.  
 
We saw many initiatives from the government 
of Indonesia in terms of management of 
ETP marine species. Thus, we also attempt 
to support the development of national plan 
of actions as well as a tool for monitoring 
(E-PANJI). It can be a tool as well to monitor 
and update the ETP marine species’ existence 
in Indoensia and share it at the global level for 
the initiative. 
 
In terms of sustainable fisheries, the market 
demand for sustainable and/or responsible 
products from both fisheries are fundamental 
to driving the producers to conduct sustainable 
and/or responsible fisheries practices. 
Even though they are struggling with the 
COVID situation, this kind of demand, 
if followed with other benefits (such as 
promotion, business transaction guarantee, 
etc.) will make it easier to provide various 
technical assistance to the producers and or 
related community groups.

In terms of MPA management unit 
establishment, the involvement of the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (Kemendagri) has 
become a key factor in accelerating the process. 
This is due to their authority to direct 
provincial government programs, including  
developing MPA management authority, 
provincial budgeting and other resources’ 
allocation within the provincial strategic plan. 
For some established MPAs, those need to 
follow up with a management plan and program. 
Moreover, one of the other challenges for MPA is 
human resources and capacity. The development 
of the MPA Center of Excellence is also dedicated 
to the increasing human capacity of MPA 
management and various MPA management of 
resource uses. For that reason, we developed 
MPA COE in Alor and Wakatobi. 
 
Coral reef rehabilitation initiatives have become 
one of the government and communities’ 
attention. Our support is ensuring those 
initiatives are feasible based on coral reef 
conditions, financial, rehabilitation methods, 
stakeholder involvement, monitoring and 
maintenance, as well as positive impact both on 
the environment and communities.    
 
In terms of marine tourism and business tourism 
activities, some sectors were closed for a while 
during the pandemic COVID 19. They tried to 
join the activities, but there were no staff or 
workers in charge. But overall, in the first year of 
2022, they have already joined almost in online 
activity.  However, this had an impact on all 
volunteers for plastic-free ocean networks, as 
they were hesitant to join the offline campaign, 
nevertheless WWF-ID continued to support 
them to always make a creative contribution in 
online campaigns.
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INFORMATIVE LINKS

Ecosystems Approach to Fisheries Management
https://www.eafm-indonesia.net
Ecosystems Approach to Aquaculture
http://eaa-indonesia.net

Website WWF-ID Page Marine and Fisheries
https://www.wwf.id/program/laut

SIGNING BLUE
https://www.signingblue.com

SEAFOOD SAVERS
http://seafoodsavers.org

#SOSHARKS
http://sosharks.wwf.id

PLASTIC FREE OCEAN NETWORK
https://plasticfreeocean.net

TAP
TO VISIT

SBS ATLAS
https://sbsatlas.reefbase.org
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Representative of EU-GOPA observing the limestone rock pile for Derawan MPA project.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Nurhadi Pratama
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• Margaret A. Cargill 
Philanthropies 

• WWF US 
• WWF Japan 
• WWF Hongkong 
• WWF Netherlands
• WWF CTP
• WWF International
• WWF Singapore

Field visit day by representative of EU-GOPA with WWF-Indonesia and WWF-CTC.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia / Nurhadi Pratama

WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE
THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM:

• Deloitte Consulting Overseas 
Project LLC

• NOAA 
• FAO 
• MSC - OSF
• EU - GOPA 
• PT Indonesia Epson Industry
• Artotel 
• HSBC
• OAK Foundation
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MARINE AND FISHERIES FY22
EXPENDITURE BY DONOR /

PROJECT AGREEMENT

MARINE AND FISHERIES FY22
EXPENDITURE BY PRIMARY DONOR

65%
22%

13%

74%

26%
WWF Network

Corporation and 
Other Foundations

Government Aid Agencies

WWF Network

Corporation and 
Others Foundations

Government Aid Agencies

0%
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Fair winds and following seas. Thank you for your service, FRS Menami, since 2002 to 2022.
© Yayasan WWF Indonesia/Vabian Adriano

UNITED BY OUR MISSION
CONNECTED BY OUR VALUES

COURAGE, INTEGRITY,
COLLABORATION, RESPECT.
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Publication

• BMP - Panduan Daya Dukung Wisata Bahari – 2021
• BMP - Panduan Pengelolaan yang Lebih Baik bagi Wisata Berbasis Masyarakat – 2021 
• BMP - Pengurangan Jejak Ekologi Wisata Bahari – 2021 
• BMP - Wisata Bahari Bertanggung Jawab – 2021 
• EAFM training module for planner, implementer, and evaluator 
• Penilaian Performa Pengelolaan Perikanan Menggunakan Indikator EAFM di Kawasan Konservasi 

Sulawesi Tenggara Tahun 2021. 
• Pre-assessment report Ecosystem Approach to Aquaculture (EAA) of Seaweed Farming Areas in 

Serewe Bay, East Lombok Regency, West Nusa Tenggara Province 
• Analisis Kegiatan Pendataan Perikanan Tangkap pada Kelompok Dampingan Perikanan Yayasan 

WWF Indonesia di Kabupaten Wakatobi 
• Profil Perikanan Tangkap Masyarakat Hukum Adat Sarano Wali di Pulau Binongko, Kabupaten 

Wakatobi 
• Profil Perikanan Kabupaten Alor Tahun 2021 
• Laporan Reef Health Monitoring Kawasan Konservasi Kepulauan Derawan dan Perairan Sekitarnya 

- 2021 
• Laporan Kondisi Biofisik Sumberdaya Perairan Kawasan Konservasi Daerah Mdona Hiera, Lakor, 

Moa dan Letti serta Perairan Sekitarnya, di Kabupaten Maluku Barat Daya, Provinsi Maluku - 2022 
• Laporan Survei Manta Tow dan Rekrutmen Karang untuk Penentuan Lokasi Spesifik Rehabilitasi 

Terumbu Karang di KKP3K KDPS – 2022 
• Laporan Kajian Dampak Lingkungan Rencana Pengambilan Batu Kapur Pulau Maratua untuk 

Rehabilitasi Terumbu Karang di KKP3K Kepulauan Derawan dan Perairan Sekitarnya 
• Kurikulum MPA Center of Excellence - 2022 

DOCUMENTS

• The Role of Marine-Protected Areas as A Life Support for Fishery Communities: Indonesian 
Perspective https://www.intechopen.com/chapters/78921 

• Marine conservation beyond MPAs: Towards the recognition of other effective area-
based conservation measures (OECMs) in Indonesia https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
marpol.2021.104939 

• Marine conservation in the Sunda Banda Seascape, Indonesia https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
marpol.2022.104994 

PAPERS
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• Gandeng Pakar Internasional, KKP Urai Ancaman Sampah Laut dan Kebisingan bagi 
Mamalia Laut https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/gandeng-pakar-internasional-kkp-urai-
ancaman-sampah-laut-dan-kebisingan-bagi-mamalia-laut 

• KKP Tetapkan 4 Kawasan Konservasi Baru di Maluku https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/kkp-
tetapkan-4-kawasan-konservasi-baru-di-maluku 

• Bantuan Pemerintah Bagi Perikanan Tangkap Laut di Indonesia Sebaiknya Diarahkan 
untuk Meminimalisir Penangkapan Berlebih (Overfishing) https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/
bantuan-pemerintah-bagi-perikanan-tangkap-laut-di-indonesia-sebaiknya-diarahkan-
untuk-meminimalisir-penangkapan-berlebih-overfishing 

• Dukung Pelaku Usaha Budidaya Rumput Laut Melalui Pelatihan Sekolah Tambak https://
www.wwf.id/publikasi/dukung-pelaku-usaha-budi-daya-rumput-laut-melalui-pelatihan-
sekolah-tambak 

• Mengenal Hiu Paus dari Sudut Pandang Masyarakat Lokal Indonesia https://www.wwf.id/
publikasi/mengenal-hiu-paus-dari-sudut-pandang-masyarakat-lokal-indonesia 

• Seafood Savers Resmi Menggandeng Perusahaan Pengolahan Ikan Karang Asal Kupang 
https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/seafood-savers-resmi-menggandeng-perusahaan-
pengolahan-ikan-karang-asal-kupang 

• Keajaiban Itu Datang, Raksasa Purba Kembali ke Pantai Paloh https://www.wwf.id/
publikasi/keajaiban-itu-datang-raksasa-purba-kembali-ke-pantai-paloh 

• Menilik Perjuangan Pembudidaya Rumput Laut di Alor https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/
menilik-perjuangan-pembudidaya-rumput-laut-di-alor 

• Kontribusi Posmaswas Lindungi Habitat Dugong di Alor https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/
kontribusi-pokmaswas-lindungi-habitat-dugong-di-alor 

• 3 Kawasan Konservasi Baru Di NTT: Pemda Kembangkan Pariwisata Berkelanjutan Sebagai 
Primer Mover Melalui Pengelolaan Sumber Daya Laut https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/3-
kawasan-konservasi-baru-di-ntt-pemda-kembangkan-pariwisata-berkelanjutan-sebagai-
prime-mover-melalui-pengelolaan-sumber-daya-laut 

SHARED LEARNING FROM WWW.WWF.ID
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• Dukung Perikanan Terukur, Konsumen Perlu Bijak Konsumsi Ikan https://www.wwf.id/
publikasi/dukung-perikanan-terukur-konsumen-perlu-bijak-konsumsi-ikan 

• Alor Siaga Penangkapan Ilegal di Kawasan Konservasi https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/alor-
siaga-penangkapan-ilegal-di-kawasan-konservasi 

• Diskusi Konservasi Alam Sekitar Kita: Rumput Laut Sebagai Penyerap Karbon https://www.
wwf.id/publikasi/diskusi-konservasi-alam-sekitar-kita-rumput-laut-sebagai-penyerap-karbon 

• 1,2 Juta Hektar Laut Di Maluku Ditetapkan Sebagai Kawasan Konservasi https://www.wwf.
id/publikasi/diskusi-konservasi-alam-sekitar-kita-rumput-laut-sebagai-penyerap-karbon 

• Perkuat Pengelolaan Kepiting Bakau Di Maluku Tenggara Dalam Rencana Kerja Pokja 
https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/perkuat-pengelolaan-kepiting-bakau-di-maluku-tenggara-
dalam-rencana-kerja-pokja 

• Survey Data Awal di Taman Perairan Mdone Hiera, Lakor, Moa, dan Letti di MBD https://
www.wwf.id/publikasi/survey-data-awal-di-taman-perairan-mdone-hiera-lakor-moa-dan-
letti-di-mbd 

• Nelayan Alor Patuhi Administrasi Perizinan Perikanan https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/
nelayan-alor-patuhi-administrasi-perizinan-perikanan

• AgResults Indonesia Aquaculture Challenge Project Announces Recipients for First Year 
Competition https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/agresults-indonesia-aquaculture-challenge-
project-umumkan-penerima-hadiah-kompetisi-tahun-pertama 

• Rock Pile Kangge Island: a Journey of Raising Hope fFrom the Limes Stone Collection 
https://www.wwf.id/publikasi/rumah-ikan-rock-pile-pulau-kangge-perjalanan-
membangkitkan-asa-dari-kumpulan-batu-kapur 
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